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April Issue – 2017EDITORIAL
This Newsletter offers a view of how rich the last few 
months amongst us have been. The many events 
culminated at the beginning of April with our Artistic 
Fundraising Evening of World Music, Singing and 
Eurythmy. I experienced the evening as spiritual gold 
for our community! Linoia Pullen wrote beautifully 
to the artists involved: “On behalf of South Africans 
everywhere I would like to thank you for your inspir-
ing event. At a time in our history when people are 
tearing each other to pieces, an evening of words, 
sounds, gesture and colour such as this can only 
counter the ravages of the outer wars being waged. 
The quality of the artists was immaculate; the poten-
cy of the content filled one with strength and cour-
age and also joy.”

Gerald Häfner, on page 2, says of our time: “The 
world is crying for change, engagement, healing. 
From out of thousands of different world events, 
the call resounds in our ears for a deepened under-
standing for those forces working at the foundations 
of social life.”

Two strong threads were contributed towards this 
call in our recent work. Firstly, in Claus-Peter Röh’s 
talks in January, ‘How to Generate Mutual Interest’, 
he referred us to the lecture where Rudolf Steiner 
describes interest as “the finest and most impor-
tant social attitude in the future” (GA 185, p.105). 
Secondly, the meaning of artistic qualities for human-
ity was exemplified when Jean-Michel Florin in his 
lecture and workshop led us by means of artworks 
to school our eyes and hearts towards new percep-
tions – to perceive more pictorially, more livingly to-
wards a new imaginative quality. “It is only in images, 
in imaginations, that the social life can also be estab-
lished in the future.” – Rudolf Steiner.

The work during the School of Spiritual Science 
Conference in January, on the Red and Green 

Michael is expressing in his countenance the Balance of the  
Cross of Light – the Christ weighing with his gesture the contrast between 
the lead weight of material achievements and treasures against the light filled, 
dove-like quality of human freedom. 
(www.bdelost.sk/diela/n/newbatt-dvanast-aspektov.html)

Michael in judgement contrasted by Ambition and 
Impatience  by David Newbatt
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Dear Friends 
The world is crying for change, engagement, healing. 
From out of thousands of different world events, the call 
resounds in our ears for a deepened understanding for 
those forces working at the foundations of social life. And 
for effective impulses that can bring health to the cultural, 
legal and economic circumstances that surround us.

The world is reeling into chaos. The simultaneous ap-
pearance of things that do not coincide, the loss of all 
our accustomed relationships, characterises out time. 
Everything seems in dissolution. That which hitherto has 
united communities is falling apart. People increasingly 
live in their own bubbles based on opinion or other things 
and the empathetic, understanding conversation that 
breaks down the barriers becomes harder and harder. 
Hate campaigns, above all in the “social” media, poison 
the social climate. The gulf between rich and poor threat-
ens our common existence. War and crisis, violence and 
persecution, autarchy and terror are on the increase. As 
we speak there are close to 60 million refugees in flight 
somewhere in the world, helpless and homeless, seeking 
only security, acceptance and some future and meaning 
for their lives. And these unfortunates are providing the 
basis and purpose for those who are seeking solutions 
not in turning towards one another, but in nationalism 
and exclusion, hatred and violence.

It is more and more apparent that humanity stands at 
the crossroads. We have ourselves brought this on our-
selves. We have, both in out thinking and in the societies 
in which we human beings have lived together through 

Words from 
Gerald Häfner
The new Social Science Section leader, 
looking to the New Year 2017
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Windows of the Goetheanum, too worked profoundly to-
wards deepened insight through pictorial work.

Our work forward will continue these threads with our 
new Inner Schooling and Meditation Courses, and from 
20 till 22 July, Michael and Briar Grimley will lead work 
with The Green Snake and the Beautiful Lily, a tale by 
Goethe which serves as a profound image of the collab-
oration of individuals towards the high social art to which 
Rudolf Steiner points.

Finally, I wish to share with you an image Stefanie Allon 
gave us during her talk in March, ‘Working in the Present 
for Future Change’. Through her life she has come to 
the conviction that the, “House for Anthroposophy”, 
the place where all the very varied work done out of 
Anthroposophy can truly meet, is the Threefold Social 
Order. She encouraged us to make an effort to fathom 
this kernel of a comprehensive restructuring of society 
that Rudolf Steiner gave so passionately and ardently to-
wards the end of his life.

So I end wishing you all well and that our work togeth-
er becomes ever more alive and collaborative serving the 
times we live in.

Warmly.

Caroline Hurner

Announcement

ASWC AGM
You are warmly invited to the Annual General 
Meeting of the Anthroposophical Society 
in the Western Cape that will take place at 
Sophia House, 18 Firfield Road, Plumstead 
on Saturday 20 May 2016 at 2pm.

In terms of Rule 3 of the Constitution please 
submit to the Committee in writing by  
Friday 12 May any motions to be brought to 
the meeting so that these may be duly and 
timeously circulated prior to/ prepared for 
the AGM.

Saturday 20 May 2017 at 14.00 till 17.00 

the ages, destroyed the old forms in the course of the last 
century and, with a frightening tempo, in the last decades. 
It is this that, consciously or subconsciously, fills us with fear 
and makes many of us take recourse to acts of violence 
against the imagined godlessness and heartlessness of our 
culture. One senses all over the world that things cannot go 
on in this manner. But where to instead?

Does the darkness that surrounds us cause a similar black-
ness within us. Do we, crippled by fear, wish only to return 
(into a lost, never to be restored, past)? Or dare we hope to 
find the way through the darkness to a new light? Perhaps, 
simply if we know how essential is this difficult path within our 
soul – that of each one of us as well as that of the world as 
a whole, because it alone leads us to real freedom, this can 
help us to sense the whereabouts of this light in the dark-
ness. For we begin to understand that, on the other side, all 
is to be recreated. Out of and in freedom. We seek (and shall 
find) new strength and profundity, new forms of meeting, of 
community, of ownership and of responsibility, off living and 
working together, out of freedom, knowledge and love. In the 
place of, for instance, an old sister and brotherhood based 
on ties of blood and the soil, its complicity forced by church, 
family and tradition and coerced by the State, there enters a 
quite new, free and self-determined sister and brotherhood. 
In place of purely profit-oriented commercial life, a social 
economy that focuses on the wellbeing of the others and of 
the earth comes about. Instead of old forms of power and re-
pression, or the ruthless enforcement of Party, economic or 
group interests, new deliberative, participative and immediate 
forms of common agreement, of rights and democracy are 
fashioned. And our cultural life, which has become so materi-
alistic, is replaced by spiritually sound forms of research and 
knowledge.

All of this is already there. Many are already on the path to-
gether with us, even if these might never have heard of 
Rudolf Steiner and Anthroposophy. Steiner did, however, cre-
ate the possibility of consciously knowing the way described, 
as well as of that which, from and through us wants to come 
about.

Are we able to find the archetypes, the ideas, that underlie 
todays caricatures!

Can we, consciously and in freedom, grasp that which, in 
earlier times, appeared as confused and compulsive?

Our present time in many ways reflects the situation 100 
years ago. At that time, as the old empire, ravaged by ma-
terialism, nationalism and war, was swept aside, Rudolf 
Steiner developed the kernel of a comprehensive restruc-
turing of Society. At the time it did not succeed. Today 
this task confronts us with redoubled urgency. There is no 
longer anyone we can point to. It all depends on our own 
insights, deeds and our ability to work together with one 
another, what future is in store for the earth and for hu-
manity. It is in our hands alone that it lies.

May we find renewed strength, light-filled thoughts, true 
feelings, good will and new forces to meet the tasks and 
challenges that we have set before ourselves and which 
stand before all of us in common, ever-growing responsi-
bility for this wonderful world and its future.

Yours,

Gerald Häfner

Does the darkness that surrounds 
us cause a similar blackness within 
us. Do we, crippled by fear, wish 
only to return (into a lost, never 
to be restored, past)? Or dare we 
hope to find the way through the 
darkness to a new light?
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Julia O’Leary’s 
Journeying Throughout  
Africa

In this past year Julia  had the opportunity to visit 

thirty countries in Africa on behalf of the Medical 

Section of the Goetheanum and for the IPMT 

- International Postgraduate Medical Training in 

Anthropomorphic Medicine.

The purpose of this journey was to visit initiatives 

in Agriculture, Education and Medicine to discover 

the needs, challenges, obstacles and opportunities 

that face Africa, and how best Anthroposophy can 

meet and serve these in the next 5 years of IPMT 

AFRICA.

Those who witnessed Julia’s presentation on 

Sunday 26 February, were all inspired by all that 

she is achieving through her journeys, and deep-

ly moved by the courage, love and ‘chutzpah’ that 

lives within her.

                               Caroline Hurner

ANTHROPOSOPHICAL 
INITIATIVES IN AFRICA

I 
wish to convey my gratitude to all those who attended my talk on 
Anthroposophical Initiatives in Africa. I would especially extend my grat-
itude to Briar Grimley for bringing this about with encouragement and 
to her and Howard Dobson for their help on the day.  I also thank my 

daughter and son, Cieara and Zhasha, for without them there would have 
been no slideshow.

My journey into Africa has been a revelation. The people I have met do 
such remarkable work in their countries, caring for those in need in a self-
less and, mostly voluntary, way.  They are young enthusiastic people who 
are looking for change and renewal. There is such a striving to lift oneself 
up out of the muck and find new beginnings no matter what has been 
destroyed.

These people have suffered under tyranny, war, disease and much mor-
tality and we must not forget the slavery and abuse of young girls and 
women, the stripping of the lands of their gold and resources and more.

It has been a privilege to meet and share experiences with those actively 
doing good.

In my talk I was able to highlight some of the initiatives and present them 
visually through slides.

In Agriculture there was the joy of experiencing biodynamic farming where 
farmers strictly adhered to Rudolf Steiner’s indications and produced 
goods for Demeter, Wala and Hauschke. Even in Ethiopia on a Damask 
Rose farm, Fekade Lakew had planted his own oak trees and grew all 
the necessary herbs and plants needed for making the BD prepara-
tions.   These were carefully stored in peat, together with the bladders, 
which he had to import. I was thrilled to meet so many farmers who were 
actively involved in Biodynamic methods.

Many other farmers work on strictly organic principles with wonderful 
compost, including an old blind farmer who explained to me the alchemy 
of compost-making to attain the right balance in salt, nitrogen and miner-
als out of his own natural knowledge. His forest of trees - 150 species - 
in a sandy desert environment was testimony to his ability to nourish the 
earth.

There were striving Waldorf Schools in many countries, where teachers 
had been taught at Mbagathi Waldorf by Peter van Alphen, Eddie Dawes 
and Ann Sharfman, or at Emerson College or a training in Germany.

There was a camphill community, Jamii Community in Seme, Kenya.

I met with professors and deans of universities, ministers of agriculture 
and education, art and culture. I met teachers, paediatricians, oncolo-
gists, doctors, nurses, social workers and more, who all became enthusi-
astic and showed a deep interest in the work of Rudolf Steiner and a wish 
to know more about it.

This interest will bring many delegates to IPMT AFRICA 2017.

This was all very inspiring and heart-warming.

I hope to give more talks on my return in May to bring you im-
ages of my further discoveries and experiences.

In the meantime please follow my blog: juliaoleary021.blog-
spot.co.za

Lastly, I wish to thank all those, who generously donated into 
the basket at the end of the talk.  Together with the taking at 
the door R2350 was collected.   I hope that many more can 
come forward to donate towards this worthy cause or per-
haps sponsor an individual.   All participants from all over 
Africa will be organising their own air tickets and visas but 
once they arrive we will need to host them for the IPMT in 
accommodation, food and conference fees. There are some 
that have no financial means and it would be wonderful to 
support them to take back into Africa the gifts of this IPMT 
training.

with gratitude for your support

Julia O’Leary
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I 
first met Jessica when I was 15. She was the nursing 
sister at my boarding school in Grahamstown new-
ly out from her Irish homeland. I clearly remember her 
giving me a strong dose of ginger – to rid myself of 

pain that I could enjoy my matric dance! This represents 
for me two of Jessica’s great talents. Firstly she was a 
healer, through and through, with depth of knowledge, 
fine perception, practically and an extraordinary sense 
of touch. The other talent was ‘knowing-how’ to have a 
party – as they know how to in Ireland.

Another telling thread of Jessica’s life was her dedica-
tion and love for her two sons: Gareth and Michael. She 
made sure they had the very finest food and education. 
Thus began her deep friendships with Jeanne Malherbe, 
of biodynamic food and the communities of Michael Oak 
and SACs schools.

Michael has grown to become an exemplary doctor (a 
pinnacle of her own striving) and Gareth a loved teacher. 
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Those of us privileged to have attend her funeral tea 
heard Gareth speak and witness his generosity and 
warmth of soul.

In the last few years Jessica took the greatest benefits 
from her Dalebrook early morning swims and its hearty 
community. I treasure her sharing with me, her percep-
tions of how the ocean water responds to the rising of 
the sun. How the water subtly but literally is drawn up, 
rising with the glowing orb!

Jessica  was/is a woman so closely connected to life 
and death. Her vigour and appreciation for life was re-
markable, and through her nursing she accompanied 
very many who faced the last phase of their life. Jessica 
you faced your own long illness with such courage and 
tenacity, we all think of you with love as you encounter 
all the phases of your new journey in the spiritual realms, 
to which you were always so sensitive. 

Caroline Hurner

Jessica Abramson  
(11 June 1948 – 27 March 2017)                    

recollections by Caroline Hurner

Our life with courage ending

Eternal life draws near,

With inner glow expanding

Transfigured sense grows clear.

The star world now is flowing

As living golden wine,

Its joys on us bestowing,

Ourselves as stars shall shine. 
                        Novalis

A quote given to guide us was -

“For love, the social warmth of the future, arises only 
as a counterpart to self-love, and there is no other 
way of entering the new age than by a true love and 
interest in other people, felt as a burning fire.”

From “The Fundamental Social Demand of our 

Times”, GA 186, Rudolf Steiner, further inspiring 

words to support our theme –

“Courage and compassion both run counter to man’s 
natural and indeed necessary inclinations. 

We want to avoid pain; were this not so, pain would 
be ineffective as a warning about harm that threatens 
our bodies. But courage accepts the likelihood of pain, 
for the sake of a purpose that is to be achieved.

And compassion impels us to share sufferings which it 
would be possible to avoid. It is natural too for man 
to wish for a world in which evil was not present. But 
his service of great purposes would have less meaning, 
if he did not have to meet enemies on the way. He 
need not hate these enemies; to them too compassion 
can extend, when we begin to recognize the origin 
of evil in suffering, and that to live in evil is a kind 
of suffering too. For evil is obsession, which means 
a state of siege. The soul may find, for instance, that 
impulses of jealousy assail it from every side, and that 
it is unable to move on into any other mood. Hatred 
for another person can infect all our seeing, all our 
doing. It is easy to blame someone who is caught in 
such feelings. But it is much more useful to have 
compassion for him.”
from “Our Spiritual Companions , p. 83 by  

Adam Bittleston.

The ongoing living with 
our Year’s Theme

My Spirit is learning in 
Green and Red
And every day and night I walk the passage

Between the Forces long known to me

The constant risk to loose the moving balance

Of too much Light and crushing hardening

Torn to the left and right and up or down

Or pulled and pushed into the front and back.—

Yet- still- those Two: can I - or may I - be able to embrace?

As my beneficiaries or even friends?

But stark awakening shakes my ground

To recognize how NOW they are but used

As instruments by most evil 

Threatening Powers for Mankind!

Invigoration of the Middle, the ‘thin blade’

Will be my staff and only guide:

The Guardian’s gaze of Red

Shelters my back or leads me in the front,

The strength of ‘I’ in the ONE, who 

Represents the True Being of Man,

Teaches me to walk my steady path.

In Green the will is gentle, yet courageous

And Love in uprightness it shows!

Let me in Red and Green

Build strength to carry and redeem!

Silke Sponheuer

Poem written during the writing workshop led by Jane Abrahams dur-
ing the School of Spiritual Science Conference. For reference for “thin 
blade” see Lecture 21/11/1914 in ‘The Balance in the World and Man, 
Lucifer and Ahriman’  by Rudolf Steiner.
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Can We Develop a 
Way of Seeing that is 
Utterly in Tune with 
the Nature of Things?
Jean-Michel Florin 24, 25 February 2017

With a delicious French accent, lightness of being, sensitivity, 
and a wealth of experience and insight, Jean- Michel led us 
through an experience that opened our hearts, and our eyes, 
to the ‘spirit of the place’. 

Today there is no place on earth that is not affected by hu-
man beings… there are spaces where Nature cannot exist, 
rivers ‘imprisoned’, and even reversed from their natural flow, 
fragmentation and disconnection… What can we do? We 
need to be open to new and old experiences, to broaden and 
deepen our connection to the earth for a future that will allow 
and support the evolution of both the earth and humanity.  

In his thoroughly artistic presentation on the Friday evening 
Jean-Michel placed our present time in context of All Time, 
by taking us on a journey of changing consciousness through 
the Ages, using The Garden as his subject.

We felt the consciousness of the ‘Old Times’ where there was 
complete harmony between plant and place – where a plant 
would not be moved without wholesome consideration about 
its new home. People embedded in this time could not cope 

when the advent of agriculture, writhing at the ‘hurt’ caused 
to the earth. Gradually over time from human beings speak-
ing to the gods of Nature we began to separate, and impose 
more and more control on the earth. Just over three hundred 
years ago we arrive at ‘The Garden of Versailles’ where every 
plant is cut and clipped into shape in straight and manicured 
lines. From his room the king could overlook the garden and 
feel himself the Master of the World. 

We looked at the English Gardens painted by Monet, 
Cezanne and others, and we found a change in direction - a 
growing focus on striving to discover the ‘spirit of the place’. 
Now the gaze is from IN IT instead of AT IT. 

Our next step in this journey of consciousness is to live more 
and more in nature until we can FEEL the mountain, the 
plant, the flower IN US.  The modern question is ‘How can 
we connect with the place we are in?’ We do this in a three-
fold way: Think Truth – objectively look at what is front of us; 
Feel Beauty – open to experience the ‘sense of right or wrong 
place, of belonging’; Do Goodness – build relationships to the 
elements in one’s garden, eg observe the same plant at the 
same time each day, have dialogues ‘being to being’ - this 
takes time. Whether you live in a city with a pot plant win-
dow-sill garden, or on a farm, you can build relationships – 
what is needed is creativity everywhere… we were given the 
surprising fact that today there are more bees in some cit-
ies than in the countryside. We were also told that at a new 
convention it was decided to add a further Human Right: The 
Right to a beautiful landscape!

The morning workshop began with everyone sharing about 
their personal landscape – what a heart-warming experience. 
We heard about postcard sized gardens with bee hives, 
vegetables and fynbos, we heard about experiences with 

blossoming acacia trees, wide open spaces, key-hole 
views of mountain sides, plants each with the names of 
the person who gifted it, caring for the neighbours pot 
plants … on and on through 27 people’s experiences. 
What a bond was created and then strengthened at tea 
time where participants connected with each other on 
shared and revered landscape experiences. 

Exercises included walking silently and alone in our be-
loved Sophia House garden to feel the moods be-
tween earth and sky of warmth, light and shade, air still 
and breezy, wet and dry places, colours and softness 
and hardness of the earth; groups of four or five people 
worked together on a large sheet of paper to create a 
mood colour picture of our garden experience and laid 
them on the floor to look at and find similarities and dif-
ferences - what an absorbing and creative moment; and 
lastly, we all went into the garden together to two neigh-
bouring plants, and then ground cover, to look at the el-
ements between earth and sky with our Think Truth, Feel 
Beauty and Do Goodness approach. The comments and 
questions flowed, the energy between all of us, and be-
tween the garden and us, was glowing, our hearts were 
open, and we were TUNED IN. 

Thank you Jean-Michel for this precious experience…

Briar Grimley

Jean-Michel Florin’s 

Workshop – 

Cultivating a living understanding of the Genius Loci- 
Spirit of a place.

Although we were expecting to gain new insights on 
the genius loci it was quite a surprise to learn from 
Jean-Michel that we could get help from the artists 
in this endeavour. Jean Michel showed us, through 
the paintings he presented, how Monet focussed his 
artist’s eye solely on the light element, how Pissaro 
could sense the connection between the elements 
of light, air, water and earth, and how Cezanne’s in-
tense penetration of the spirit of the place showed 
us the structural nature of the earth element. He left 
us with new tools for encountering nature, not just 
looking, but stepping into the space and then, even 
deeper, entering into a moral relationship with it.

Moving from the wider perspective of the whole 
space to the single plant we explored in a kind of 
celebratory way the extraordinary drama of the 
plant, which through its forces of growth, meets the 
elements of earth, air, warmth and water. We were 
reminded how the plant is a manifestation of the 
cosmic forces of light and the surging earth forces 
of growth. We wondered with the mind and we won-
dered with the heart at the beauty of what we saw.

The Water Lilies Pond, Monet (1897-99)
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The days before last Michaelmas , we from the Butterfly 
Art Project had the honour to work for three mornings 
with Briar and Michael Grimley from KalloSophia on 
“Inner Stability in Unstable Times”. 

We are based in Vrygrond, an overcrowded community 
with many backyard dwelllers and tiny houses with peo-
ple and children living in severe poverty. We encourage 
creativity and healing through art. Presently we run art 
therapy and art classes for 1100 beneficiaries weekly.

Our team of 15 adults were held so gently and with re-
spect for each one by Briar and Michael to research the 
inner-self in connection with balance, rhythm, resilience 
and stability. There was time for play, poetry writing, indi-
vidual reflection, sharing with the group, listening to bio-
graphical stories, carrying themes through the night and 
even body sculpture. Our favourite exercise was certainly 
the sharing of miracles happening in our own lives. 

The past years we had gang violence and taxi wars hap-
pening in October, that’s why October is feared for its 
violent potential. We got all ready and strong for anything 
October might bring with the help of the KalloSophia 
team. Thanks be to God, we had a peaceful and pro-
ductive October at the Butterfly Art Project with few 
interruptions.

I, the director of BAP, recommend strongly a process for 
personal growth for any team caring for the well being of 
the individual. Being still, listening, getting to know one-
self helped many of my staff to become stronger in their 
determination and direction. A real awakening of the “I”. 
Priceless!

Thank you Briar and Michael – we look forward to con-
tinuing with you next year...

                       Angela Katschke

KalloSophia partners the Butterfly Art Project

The work on the Goetheanum Glass Windows done by the 
School of Spiritual Science annual conference is quite unique 
in the world and it is bearing both relevant and profound 
fruits.

During this conference the quality of community was tangible:  
Engaged artistic work alternated with contemplative percep-
tion and study of the green windows, the questions, thoughts 
and concepts shared in the conversation groups became 
grounded on the deep experience: How is the quality of our 
inner sphere of freedom seeking the balance between the lu-
ciferic and the ahrimanic influence, expressed in the pictures 
of the green windows? Out of the content of the School of 
Spiritual Science this also became a question of the quality of 
coloures: How do the coloures of light - yellow/red - meet the 
colours of darkness – blue/violet – in our souls?

During the evening workshops on ‘Generating Mutual Interest 
for the Social Future’ I experienced the participants‘ rich life 
experiences. This enabled the work to be not so much on the 
level of lecturer/listeners but rather collaborative, where dis-
coveries for all were raised. The first of five qualities of interest 
is described by Rudolf Steiner as ‘‘the finest and most im-
portant social attitude in the future“ (R. Steiner GA 185, IV., 
p.105): The attitude of how we deal with the mistake the oth-
er human being makes, becomes essential: “ ... when we are 
more interested in their shortcomings, than in our concern to 
criticize them.“  In honestly shared situations of life the chal-
lenge was described: How can we overcome habits of judg-
ing out of sympathy and antipathy, before we can develop 
that first new quality of interest?

With the second level of future-interest the quality of ‘‘artis-
tic perception“ came into play. To see, to perceive the outer 
head and expression of the other as a ‘‘picture-quality“ of the 
inner spiritual being, is becoming an artistic ability. This led to 
the question: How can we experience and exercise this abil-
ity? Thus a social perspective opened up towards the future 
meaning of artistic qualities for humanity.

The Sharing Conference of the Teachers at the Centre for 
Creative Education was an expression of a growing commu-
nity who have enthusiasm and joy for teaching. We worked 
this year on the theme of ‘‘The Metamorphosis of the 
Willforces“: How do the willforces of movement in childhood 
transform through the lower and middle classes into more 
conscious faculty of feeling and then into the will of thinking? 
This metamorphosis leads to different qualities of imagination 
between the ages of kindergarten and highschool. The task 
of developing an adequate pedagogical judgement for the 
child‘s developement in these moments of transition, united 
all teachers.

Overall, I experienced the qualities of South Africa’s power-
ful nature forces, her beauty and her challenges; particularly 
social and economic. These challenges which call for awak-
ening and responses not from ‘old’ forms of antipathy and 
sympathy, but from newly ‘won’ senses of INTEREST. This is 
a signature of the whole earth at present.

Claus-Peter Röh
Co-Leader of the Pedagogical Section at the Goetheanum

Recollections of my visit to 

South-Africa in January 2017
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Prayer of Saint Francis

I
t was when researching the life of St Francis in 2012, 
in preparation for a Main Lesson with a Class 2, that I 
discovered a couple of interesting conundrums.

Firstly, the Prayer of Saint Francis cannot be definite-
ly attributed to him at all. The prayer was found in the 

almanac of an anonymous Norman Frenchman in 1915, 
hand written on the back of a holy card which featured 
an image of Saint Francis on the front. Its first and only 
other appearance seems to have been in a booklet 
published in Paris in 1912, entitled simply “Belle Priere a 
Faire Pendant La  Messe” (A Beautiful Prayer to say dur-
ing Mass). 

Although the sentiments seem to have a Franciscan 
feel, the style does not seem to accord with other writ-
ings of his. Since 1915, however, this has become one 
of the best known Christian prayers. I remember the 
sung version of it during guitar masses of the 1970s, 
and it keeps appearing in its English prose form in many 
different contexts.

However, I have not (yet) investigated how widely known 
it is in other languages. Even more important, what is its 
sense in non-Romance languages? For that was a very 
interesting revelation to me – the standard English ver-
sion has adopted what I can best describe as a some-
what heavy, prosaic style where the profound polarities 
are unmediated by any of the fluidity of rhythm so ap-
parent in the French. There is a distinct feeling of ‘ei-
ther/or’ – error, truth …doubt, faith …despair, hope. Yet 
before we even get to the polarities, the very first line 
is instructive – “Lord, make me an instrument of your 
peace” (the insistency of the alliteration in ‘make me’) 
versus “Lord, make of me an instrument of your peace”, 
which is the more literal translation of the French (what a 
difference a preposition makes – Steiner said that they 
were possibly the most important words for they are all 
about relationship).

The sense of humility is further highlighted by yet anoth-
er word that the English has curiously chosen to omit, 
possibly to keep the stylistic form but at the expense 
of important emphasis – your. Contrast “Where there is 
darkness, (Let me sow) light” with “your light”. 

Can one easily sense humility, piety, devotion in the 
English? Are they no longer really part of the conscious-
ness soul ‘profile’? These qualities can be sensed in 
the original. They are served not just by prepositions or 

possessive adjectives, but by the verbal mood. 
English long ago gave up on the Subjunctive 
Mood. You occasionally hear it in the subtlety of “If 
I were you,” as opposed to ‘If I was you” (which I 
obviously never can be). But it is an important fac-
tor in French. 

In this Prayer, the subjunctive mood used again 
and again in “que je mette” softens the rightly 
termed ‘imperative’ or ordering tone of ‘Make me’ 
in the first line.

Yet this element of – inwardness, softening – 
is contrasted with the greater clarity of certain 
words. ‘Your’ has already been mentioned, but 
there is also the word “mette’ mentioned above. 
There is strength in both the sounds and the in-
sistency of repetition. It is also generic enough to 
fit with each pair of opposing words. The English 
only uses the verb “sow” once, after which it is ex-
pected to be understood that it precedes each 
pair of nouns. 

Then there is the strong and specific word in the 
French “ressuscite’ from which the English gets 
‘resuscitate’ but which also has the clear mean-
ing of ‘resurrect’, with that prefix of ‘re’ indicating 
‘again’. ‘Born’ seems – bland; ‘born again’ too 
evangelicalised, clichéd. 

Yet while most of the differences mentioned are 
interesting to consider, the following are downright 
bizarre. 2 lines in the French have simply been ig-
nored, left out in the English.

After the line referring to ”injury” and “pardon” 
there is a line in the French that offsets “discord” 
with “l’union” which I have rather chosen to render 
as ‘harmony’. Further on, after the reference to giv-
ing and receiving, there is a line that translates as 
“It is in forgetting ourselves that we find ourselves.” 
Why omit these two lines, as opposed to any oth-
ers? Why any at all?

If anyone has any insights, please share them. 
Likewise, if you know this Prayer in another lan-
guage, it would be interesting to see how the orig-
inal has been rendered in that.

Here is the standard English version. I offer my 
translation for comparison.

Lord, make me an instrument of your peace.
Where there is hatred, let me sow love;
Where there is injury, pardon;
Where there is error, truth;
Where there is doubt; faith;
Where there is despair, hope;
Where there is darkness, light;
And where there is sadness, joy.
O Divine Master,
Grant that I may not so much seek to be consoled as to console;
To be understood as to understand;
To be loved, as to love;
For it is in giving that we receive;
It is in pardoning that we are pardoned
And it is in dying that we are born to eternal life.
 
Lord, make of me an instrument of your peace.
There, where there is hatred, may it be that I bring love.
Where there is offense, may it be that I bring pardon.
There, where there is discord, may it be that I bring harmony.
There, where there is error, may it be that I bring truth.
Where there is despair, may it be that I bring hope.
There, where there is darkness, may it be that I bring your light.
There, where there is sadness, may it be that I bring joy.
Oh Master, may it be I do not seek
So much to be consoled, as to console;
To be understood, as to understand;
To be loved, as to love.
For it is in giving that we receive;
That in forgetting ourselves, we find ourselves;
It is in pardoning, that we are pardoned;
It is in dying, that we are resurrected into eternal life.

Yvette Worrall
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Recently, I had an ‘Ah ha!’ moment of recognizing ‘Ah’…riman 
at work in the English language. He’d been hiding in plain 
sight in the verbal suffix ‘ize’.

I found his subtle (electrical) currents running through such 
words of our time as – standardize, homogenize, gener-
alize, organize, categorize, formalize, legitimize, legal-
ize, stylize, incentivize, materialize, stigmatize, brutalize, 
sterilize, hospitalize, immunize, cauterize, computerize, 
televise, maximize and minimize - and I suddenly under-
stood why it was that 2 particular words had always made 
me squirm with discomfort whenever I heard them – con-
scientize and – Waldorfize… 

What elements of meaning are implicit in all of these? 
Separation, narrowing down, reducing the sense of vitality 
and the unexpected, the flattening out  of individuality, reduc-
tion to formulae or ‘recipes’, lack of creativity. The sense of 
what is happening here is not dissimilar to the effects of mild 
electrocution – a stiffening, an immobility. 

Lucifer has a much poorer hand – dramatise, fantasise, sym-
pathise and fraternize, 

But then there seem to be 3 of these words that break the 
mould, that hold the balance – the words of the Christ – em-
pathise, harmonise and civilize (though one has to be cau-
tious with the connotations of the last word).

It was in considering the ubiquitous nature of the first group of 
words and the numbing weight of them in our bureaucracies 
and life style that I found a link to the extensive reading I had 
been doing around the progress of Waldorf education in the 
98 countries in which it is now found. 

Nana Gobel, who chairs the board of Freunde der 
Erziehungskunst, points to the creeping ‘ize-ation’ of edu-
cation – everywhere. In the Autumn 2016 copy of Rundbrief, 
the newsletter that relates the work of the organization in 
supporting Waldorf education – she states that “There is 
no single country where freedom of education has become 
stronger, more vigorous during the last 10-20 years.”

The gap between the declarations concerning universal rights 
to choice of education, set out by the UN, and what in reality 
is allowed, is no longer a kloof but in many ways a chasm. Yet 
in the face of the State dragon or python, and its attempts to 
squeeze out the life forces, stand more, and still more Waldorf 
schools, Anthroposophical curative homes, and newer initi-
atives that help heal the victims of brutalizing violence. Like 
the irrepressible Maya Angelou, still they rise. Still, they aim 
for those 3 Christ-inspired activities – to empathize, harmo-
nize and civilize.

From little more than 100 Waldorf schools in 1976, most-
ly clustered in Central and Northern Europe, there are now 
some 1800 Kindergartens and 900 schools in nearly 100 
countries. 

To describe with respect the experiences of so many individ-
uals, and their irrepressible rise, can hopefully be attempted 
in further newsletters.

Here is just one example of Michaelic light.

Burma (Myanmar) has rarely made the news in a positive way 
except for the final freeing of Aung San Suu Kyi. Even with the 
loosening of the military junta’s power, the infamous treatment 
of Burma’s Rohingya people is probably the defining dark im-
age from where we are in South Africa. 

Yet – in the central state of Shan – Harn Sai goes about his 
work of fostering the establishment and development of some 
20 kindergartens – all with the inspiration of working out of 
Waldorf understanding of human development. He was look-
ing for an alternative education for his children some 5 years 
ago and so connected with regional Waldorf teachers. Now 
a Malaysian trained local teacher has become the trainer for 
the movement, spending 1 week a year with each school. 
Another teacher from New Zealand takes annual intensive 
training blocks. Buddhist monks and nuns have opened up 
their monasteries and nunneries to the children during the 
day. One has over 200 children coming, who sit for their 
meals at long tables, covered with green cloth, decorated 
with flowers, the creation of beauty and reverence palpable 
even in a small photograph. The initiator and practical, deci-
sive organizer/parent; the local and visiting trainers; the chil-
dren who implicitly understand how to play – with a caring 
sense for each other; the Buddhist groups who offer practical 
help. An unexpected flowering of a community of individuals. 
A profound meeting of destinies. 

Yvette Worrall

Yvette is a Eurythmist and Class Teacher at the Rapfaeli 
Waldorf School, Plettenburg Bay. In her words “ A remarka-
bly resilient and thriving waldorf school where the teachers 
are committed to self-work, no one is in any way dismissive of 
Anthroposophy, and who all support Eurythmy!”

COURAGE WE ARE NOT UNFURNISHED…

From WORDS to WALDORF SCHOOLS  

OF THE WORLD
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After attending the conference on the ‘Green Windows’, 
I could not help reflecting on my trip to the Goetheanum in 
2004 for the 7th World Teachers’ Conference. I have many 
vivid memories but what stirred my interest is that I had no 
recollection of the green windows. 

I recall the magnificent Eurythmy Performance of Beethoven’s 
Seventh Symphony; Christof Wiegert’s opening address on 
Imagination (Pegasus in Harness); the Representative of man; 
the people I met; the blossoming cherry trees; all the door-
ways which are threshold and so much more. I vaguely recall 
the red window but have no recollection of the green ones!

During these four days, we had the opportunity to get to 
know these windows. One of the exercises was to ‘gaze’ 
upon a chosen aspect of the windows. As the baby lovingly 
gazes upon the mother and the mother gazes lovingly back 
at the child, so too, we gazed upon these windows. I chose 
the miniscule landscape at the tip of Ahriman’s sting-like tail. 

Counter Forces – from the 
Green Windows
For good two and a half days we had the opportunity to 
come together to the countrywide conference of The School 
of Spiritual Science to explore and deepen our experiences of 
the Green Windows of the Goetheanum in their relationship to 
the Class Lessons.

“…..Before the world of souls stand these two powers;

The one, as Tempter, lives within the soul;

The other does obscure the human sight

When he directs it to the outward things

The one took on the woman’s form e’en now,

To bring the soul’s illusions ‘neath my gaze;

The other may be found in everything.”
This is how Johannes describes these two powers after they 
both have revealed themselves to him (First Mystery drama) 
and which we see depicted in the Green Windows

.After an introduction by Cyril Coetzee on “The Red and 
Green Windows in context” we started every day with a qui-
et observation time in the upper room of Sophia House. This 
became for many of us a highlight of the conference: the pos-
sibility of quietly seeing, re-seeing, pondering and again and 
again discovering something new - in a space carefully pre-
pared for us, by putting up an illuminated Red Window, shin-
ing out in the middle and left and right the Green Window 
panels.

Everyone respected and honoured the ‘holiness’ of space 
and time.

Many new revelations and observations were made through 
the conversation in the groups which followed the quiet con-
templation time. These again were explored, deepened and 
expressed in the artistic activities through creative writing, 
clay modelling, observation and eurythmy.

In the afternoon the motifs and the colour of the Windows 
definitely came to life in us through the painting, which was 
led by Cyril. If choosing just one detail or daring to take up 
a whole panel of one of the ‘tripychons’, it was amazing to 
experience the quality and technique used for creating the 
windows - taking away rather than adding colour- and es-
pecially living with and bringing alive the different shades of 
the colour green in our paintings! What richness appeared 
through the manifold choices made, again new qualities and 
depth became visible by sharing the art works with each oth-
er. Wonder!!

Only after we had been engaged in this artistic process did 
we listen to the different prepared presentations brought by 
members. The spiritual quality of numbers and colour used 
in windows wakened us up to still observe more deeply. We 
were, as well, led to look out into the world to identify symp-
toms of the two beings working there in e.g. an illness, in a 
social and political realm, in our working life.

When these two beings are recognized by us through enter-
ing the healing realm of the Christ forces in us, for what they 
are, then they can become our friends and helpers in the fur-
ther development of our inner and outer life on earth.

Each day ended with Free Renderings of some of the Class 
Lessons which bring us to an inner image of our relationship 
to these forces. These were done succinctly by Claus-Peter 
Röh from the Pedagogical Section in Dornach. A warm word 
of thanks to him and to all contributors for this very stimulat-
ing event. 

Christine Allsop

Impression from the 
School Of Spiritual Science 
Conference January 2017
The countrywide conference of the School of Spiritual 
Science was a very special event for me.

I have known the glass windows of the Goetheanum since 
my youth and last year at the World Eurythmy Therapy 
Conference in Dornach I had the opportunity to see for the 
first time the completed auditorium of the “Grosse Seal” with 
the painted ceiling and the columns together with the win-
dows. It was a powerful impression, yet I have never had the 
opportunity before to connect with any of them at the depth 
we did in this conference.

We approached the theme of the green glass window, Lucifer 
and Ahriman, through silent contemplation, thought, word, 
image and movement right into the depth of our being to find 
the thin small space in which the Spirit I, the I Am is born and 
can grow.

The artistic activities were inspiring and invigorating, the con-
versations and sharing of life experiences were heart-warming 
and touched me deeply. The re-connecting with the content 
of the class lessons was like a home coming.

A big thank you to all who made this conference possible and 
to all who participated and shared so freely of themselves!

Christiane Janowski

I was in awe of what I ‘beheld’ as a whole world opened up 
and William Blake’s words came to me as follows:

‘To see a World in a Grain of Sand,

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand,

And Eternity in an hour.’

I am most grateful for this opportunity to explore the images 
that were created out of the green glass and reveal mystery 
upon mystery. The silent contemplations, the artistic engage-
ment, the eurythmy, the conversations and all the contribu-
tions made this an enriching experience. 

With gratitude to all,

Rowena Bell

Reflections on the Green Window 
Conference/ Retreat
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Inner Schooling and Meditation Courses 
Working with the Twelve World Views 

 as a Path of Contemplation led by Cyril Coetzee.

Through discussion, exercises, the active contemplation of a variety 
of artworks and the sharing of short texts, this workshop offers 
participants an opportunity to explore: The Twelve World Views;   
the Seven Philosophical Moods; the Three Philosophical Tones and The 
Paradox of Anthropomorphism. All welcome.

FRIDAY EVENINGS 5,12,19 & 26 MAY, 6 – 8pm

Cost:   R400 (4 nights/One Module), refreshments included.  
   Three bursaries are available, apply to      
   Caroline coordinator@aswc.org.za

Bookings:  info@aswc.org.za, or 021-761 9600

Venue:   Sophia House, 18 Firfield rd, Plumstead

    Inner Schooling and Meditation Courses  

     Meditation fosters the living connection with oneself  

     as well as with other people, and with the world. 

 

Sophia House, 18 Firfield rd, Plumstead 

Module 1, with Cyril Coetzee 

Friday evenings 5,12,19 and 26 May, 6 – 8pm 

Module 2, with Silke Sponheuer 

Tuesday evenings 29 Aug, 5, 12 and 19 Sept 6 – 8pm 

Module 3, Friday evenings 13, 20, 27 Oct and 3 Nov 6 - 8pm 

 

All Welcome, R400 per module, info@aswc.org.za 
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Lulama stirring 500 preperation for 
Sophia House at Autumn equinox


